
 May 23, 2022 

 Chair French and Members of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO): 

 Re: Ceres Comments on PUCO Energy Efficiency Workshops 

 We write on behalf of Ceres – a nonprofit sustainability advocacy organization working with companies 
 and investors to build a more sustainable global economy, including many members and partners with 
 significant operations and facilities in Michigan. As part of this work, Ceres manages the BICEP 
 Network, a  coalition of 80+ major employers,  leading  consumer brands, and Fortune 500s  . It also 
 manages the Energy Optimization Workgroup, a separate coalition of more than two dozen companies 
 focused on enhancing opportunities for energy efficiency investment at the local level. 

 We thank PUCO for soliciting input on the future direction of energy efficiency and peak demand 
 reduction programs, and offer our final comments below. These comments are responsive to a few of the 
 key questions raised during the PUCO workshops held between March and April 2022 and are not 
 intended to be interpreted as our comprehensive perspective. Please see our  initial comments  filed on 
 January 28, 2022  for more information. 

 On behalf of the private sector, Ceres appreciates the opportunity to offer these final comments on 
 energy efficiency and peak demand reduction programs: 

 1)  The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO”  or “Commission”) has  authority under 
 R.C.  §  4905.70  to implement voluntary utility efficiency  programs 

 A threshold question raised during the energy efficiency workshops was whether the Commission has 
 legal authority to implement voluntary energy efficiency programs, post-HB 6. A review of the existing 
 governing statutes indicates that the Commission does indeed have that authority. As is well known, the 
 adoption of HB 6 effectively terminated the electric distribution utilities (EDU) energy efficiency and 
 peak demand reduction programs by changing the energy efficiency standard in  R.C  . §  4928.66  to a level 
 already reached. Notably, however, HB 6 did not repeal  R.C. §4928.66,  titled “Implementing energy 
 efficiency programs.” Nor did HB 6 repeal  R.C.  §  4905.70  ,  which,  prima facie,  establishes the 
 Commission’s authority to implement energy efficiency programs in its beginning sentence: “The public 
 utilities commission  shall  initiate programs that  will promote and encourage conservation of energy and a 
 reduction in the growth rate of energy consumption, promote economic efficiencies, and take into account 
 long-run incremental costs” (emphasis added).  Further,  R.C.  §  4928.02  , which states, “It is the policy of 
 this state to do the following throughout this state: (A) Ensure the availability to consumers of adequate, 
 reliable, safe,  efficient  , nondiscriminatory, and  reasonably priced retail electric service…” (emphasis 
 added) remains in effect. Thus, the Commission’s authority to implement energy efficiency programs 
 remains codified in Ohio. 
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https://puco.ohio.gov/static/empliibrary/files/EE+Workshops/comments/OneDrive_1_2-1-2022/Ceres+EE+Comments.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/ohio/2015/title-49/chapter-4905/section-4905.70/
https://codes.ohio.gov/ohio-revised-code/section-4928.66/10-22-2019
https://codes.ohio.gov/ohio-revised-code/section-4928.66/10-22-2019
https://codes.ohio.gov/orc/3121.03;%20http:/ohio-revised-code/section-4905.70
https://codes.ohio.gov/ohio-revised-code/section-4928.02


 Indeed,  R.C. §4905.70  requires the Commission to implement energy efficiency programs, as indicated 
 by the use of the word “shall.” In full,  R.C. §4905.70  provides that: 

 The public utilities commission shall initiate programs that will promote and encourage 
 conservation of energy and a reduction in the growth rate of energy consumption, promote 
 economic efficiencies, and take into account long-run incremental costs. Notwithstanding 
 sections  4905.31  ,  4905.33  ,  4905.35  , and  4909.151  of  the Revised Code, the commission shall 
 examine and issue written findings on the declining block rate structure, lifeline rates, long-run 
 incremental pricing, peak load and off-peak pricing, time of day and seasonal pricing, 
 interruptible load pricing, and single rate pricing where rates do not vary because of classification 
 of customers or amount of usage. The commission, by a rule adopted no later than October 1, 
 1977, and effective and applicable no later than November 1, 1977, shall require each electric 
 light company to offer to such of their residential customers whose residences are primarily 
 heated by electricity the option of their usage being metered by a demand or load meter. Under 
 the rule, a customer who selects such option may be required by the company, where no such 
 meter is already installed, to pay for such meter and its installation. The rule shall require each 
 company to bill such of its customers who select such option for those kilowatt hours in excess of 
 a prescribed number of kilowatt hours per kilowatt of billing demand, at a rate per kilowatt hour 
 that reflects the lower cost of providing service during off-peak periods. 

 The Ohio Supreme Court has stated, “The word ‘shall’ is usually interpreted to make the provision in 
 which it is contained mandatory.” (  Dennison v. Dennison  ,  165 Ohio St. 146, 149, (Ohio 1956)  ; See also 
 Dorrian v. Scioto Conservancy District  , 27 Ohio St.  2d 102, at 107 (Ohio 1971)). In rare cases where 
 “shall” could be construed as permissive, the court in  Dorrian v. Scioto Conservancy District  , 27 Ohio  St. 
 2d 102, noted that “the intention of the General Assembly that they shall be so construed must clearly 
 appear, from a general view of the statute under consideration (citing  General Electric Co.  v. 
 International Union  , 93  Ohio App. 139  ,  State  v.  Budd  ,  65 Ohio St. 1, and also  State, ex rel. Myers,  v. 
 Board of Edn.,  95 Ohio St. 367)  . 

     Moreover, the termination of “portfolio plans” under  R.C. §4928.66  only applies to the then-existing 
 “portfolio plans” as defined by  R.C. §4928.6610(C)(1)  :  “The comprehensive energy efficiency and 
 peak-demand reduction program portfolio plan required under rules adopted by the public 
 utilities commission and codified in Chapter 4901:1-39 of the Administrative Code or hereafter recodified 
 or amended.”  The comprehensive energy efficiency and peak-demand reduction program portfolio plan 
 referred to above were designed to achieve binding energy savings targets, which were revised and 
 limited by HB 6, but not eliminated. 

 2) Energy efficiency programs will result in “adequate, reliable, safe, efficient, nondiscriminatory, 
 and reasonably priced retail electric service” (  R.C.  4928.02(A)  ). 

 The Commission is tasked with ensuring that retail electric service is “reliable…efficient….and 
 reasonably priced” under  R.C. 4928.02(A)  . Cost-effective  energy efficiency programs and peak demand 
 reduction programs from EDUs provide significant long-term savings for customers because utilities can 
 deploy energy efficiency and other demand side management measures at scale. As we noted in our initial 
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 comments, EDUs offer distinct advantages for energy efficiency program implementation, including the 
 following: 

 ●  Reach/engage many customers, 
 ●  Have existing customer relationships, 
 ●  Are often looked to first for help managing bills, 
 ●  Have historically offered effective efficiency offerings, and 
 ●  Are at nexus of partnership among builders, inspectors, customers, stakeholders, companies, 

 policymakers, and more. 

 By leveraging their advantages listed above, particularly their ability to reach large numbers of customers, 
 EDU programs can significantly mitigate supply-side costs, decreasing bills for all customers and 
 increasing grid reliability. The greater the scale reached, the greater the impact on cost savings and 
 reliability for all customers, which is why we encourage implementing programs without an opt-out 
 option. 

 3. The Commission should authorize “quick start” energy efficiency programs and pilots 
 immediately 

 Energy-saving programs should be made available to consumers and businesses as soon as possible in 
 order to reap the many benefits that energy efficiency provides.  Any delay in implementation results in 
 missed opportunities for customers to save money and energy. Delay also results in customers 
 unnecessarily paying higher prices for their electric service as other, costlier resources are used in place of 
 least-cost energy efficiency. The Commission should identify and implement tried-and-true quick start  1 

 programs that build customer awareness, establish trusted contractor partners, and offer customers 
 incentives. These  quick start energy efficiency programs  and pilots support workforce development and 
 enable the collection of critical data so that the Commission can better understand the opportunity for 
 energy efficiency investment to save consumers money and build a more resilient power grid. 

 4. Conclusion 

 The Commission has authority to launch voluntary, non-binding energy efficiency programs, even in the 
 wake of HB 6. The immediate launch of quick start energy efficiency programs would be an important 
 step towards saving Ohioans billions in unnecessary energy costs, expanding the energy workforce, and 
 improving grid resiliency. 

 1  More information regarding “quick start” programs can be found in “  Energy Efficiency Quick Start 
 Programs: A Guide To Best Practices  .” April 2014.  Schwimmer, Abby, and Ashley Fournier. 
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https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2017/11/f39/Quick-Start-Best-Practices-041414-FINAL1.pdf
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 We thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments and look forward to discussing them in 
 detail as part of the energy efficiency workshop process. 

 Sincerely, 

 Maren Mahoney, Esq.  2 

 Interim Director, Energy Optimization Workgroup 
 Ceres 

 2  Attorney is licensed in the states of New York and Arizona only. 
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